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Open Humanities Press
Free/Libre Scholarship
What is Open Access? 
“Putting peer-reviewed scholarly literature on the internet
Making it free of charge and
Free of most copyright and licensing restrictions
Removing the barriers to serious research”
- Peter Suber
Declaration on Open Access
“Removing access barriers to [scholarly literature] will 
accelerate research, enrich education, share the learning of 
the rich with the poor and the poor with the rich, make this 
literature as useful as it can be, and lay the foundation for 
uniting humanity in a common intellectual conversation and 
quest for knowledge”
- Budapest, 2002
Self-Archiving (Green Road)
Institutional repositories
Discipline-specific repositories e.g. arXiv.org, CSeARCH
DRIVER - Coordinating national repositories internationally 
within Europe
OA Publishing (Gold Road)
OAPEN 
http://www.oapen.com
OA Journals in Literary and Cultural 
Theory
Surfaces
http://www.pum.umontreal.ca/revues/surfaces/vol1/vol1TdM.html
OA Journals in Literary and Cultural 
Theory
Postmodern Culture
http://www.iath.virginia.edu/pmc/text-only/back-contents.html
Open Humanities Press
 
http://www.openhumanitiespress.org
OA Publishing (Gold Road)
PLOS 
http://www.plos.org/
Alain Badiou – ENS N. Katherine Hayles – UCLA
Gert Buelens – UGent Douglas Kellner – UCLA
Barbara Cohen – UC Irvine Katie King - UMaryland
Tom Cohen – SUNY Albany Kyoo Lee – CUNY
Steven Connor – Birkbeck Alan Liu - UCSB
Denise Troll Covey – Carnegie Mellon J. Hillis Miller – UC Irvine 
Jonathan Culler – Cornell Jerome McGann – Uva
Mark Davis – Melbourne Ngugi wa Thiong’o - UC Irvine
Ortwin de Graef – KU Leuven Dany Nobus – Brunel
Wlad Godzich - UCSC Gayatri Spivak – Columbia
Stephen Greenblatt – Harvard Peter Suber – Earlham, SPARC
Lawrence Grossberg – UNC William B. Warner – UCSB
Donna Haraway - UCSC
OHP Editorial Advisory Board
OHP’s Goals
Advocate OA in the humanities
Foster community
Promote intellectual diversity
Improve the experience of academic publishing
Explore new forms of scholarly collaboration
Open Humanities Press Journals
Open Access Advantage
C. Hajjem, S. Harnad and Y. Gingras, “Ten-Year Cross-Disciplinary 
Comparison of the Growth of Open Access and How it Increases 
Research Citation Impact”
Access Principle
“A commitment to the value and quality of research carries 
with it a responsibility to extend the circulation of this work 
as far as possible, and ideally to all who are interested in it 
and all who might profit by it”
- John Willinsky, The Access Principle (MIT 2006)
Network Effects
“The  utility of large networks, particularly social networks, 
can scale exponentially with the size of the network”
Reed’s Law: 2N - N - 1
